Delegates in the commission noted:

Clarity seeking questions

Delegates also commended work done and voiced support:

Further suggestions were made for:
CLARITY SEEKING QUESTIONS

1. FEDUSA WC – CONERN WE HAVE HEARD ABOUT WORKING PLACE INTO TRAINING SPACE. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND KEY COMPONENT IS ORGANISED LABOUR. ORGANISED LABOUR IS NOT INVOLVED IN THE EASTERN CAPE. EASTERN CAPE IS SILENT WANT FEDUSA MORE EMPHASIS

RESPONSE – LOOKED SIPS AND PICC WE DECIDED TO KEEP THE SAME STRUCTURES. ADRIAN BIRD WAS CALLED TO THE COUNCIL TO MAKE A PRESENTATION. NEXT WORKSHOP FOCUSED ON THE ROLE OF THE GOVERNMENT AND PROJECTS, NEXT HAD A BROADER PSTF TO SEE HOW INFRASTRUCTURE ROLL OUT WILL TAKE PLACE AND HOW SKILLS WILL BE DEVELOPED FOR SIPS. STILL GOING TO ENGAGE WITH ABIRD TO TAKE THE RESOLUTIONS FORWARD

CASCADING OF THE STRUCTURE DISTRICT MUNICIPALITIES ARE INVOLVED METRO WAS FIRST TO SET UP AND THIS CASCADED TO DISTRICT

EVERYONE IS INVOLVED THROUGH THE ECHRD COUNCIL

WE WANT TO PUT IN PLACE A WORK PLACE SYSTEM THAT WILL MAKE THE HOSTING OF LEARNERS EASILY

2. SIGONGILE ETDP OFFICE – CASCADING STRUCTURES TO ENSURE THAT ALL STAKEHOLDERS ARE INVOLVED. THESE ARE MOSTLY AT NATIONAL LEVEL. HOW DO WE REGULATE THE PROCESS OF ESTABLISHING ALL THE STRUCTURES PROPOSE THAT THERE SHOULD BE REGULATIONS THAT WILL HELP TO SET UP THESE STRUCTURES

BRENDA EVERYONE IS INVOLVED IN THE HRD COUNCIL.

THE ISSUE OF INFRASTRUCTURE COUNCIL APPROVED SEVERAL RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPLEMENTING AGENCIES IN TERMS OF DEVELOPING SKILLS FOR INFRASTRUCTURE THESE WERE PRESENTED TO PICC. ADRIAN BIRD PRESENTED TO THE COUNCIL AS WELL IT IS HAPPENING

BRAIN WORKER EDUCATION TASK TEAM THERE IS NO COORDINATED WORK BEING DONE ON STRATEGY FOR WORKER EDUCATION JOE PEOPLE FEEL THAT THEY ARE LEFT OUT OF THE WORKER EDUCATION SYSTEM

RPL I HAVE COMPLICATED STUFF EVEN MORE SO WOULD LIKE TO ENGAGE ON IT MORE. RPL ACCESS AND RPL FOR RECOGNITION
3. SECOND Q – STAKEHOLDERS ARE MORE ALIGNED TO GOVERNMENT. SKILLS DEVELOPMENT OF STRUCTURES SUCH AS SOES AND SETAS NOT CLEAR
4. MIKE MOREL – NATIONAL DEPARTMENT HEALTH NOT HEARING MUCH EMPHAISIS ON INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT. HRD STRATEGY VARIOUS TASK TEAMS OCCUPATIONAL TEAMS ESPECIALLY THE WORK BEING DONE BY PICC AND ADRIANE BIRD. IN THE EASTERN CAPE PUBLIC SECTOR INFRASTURUTRE ANY EMPHASIS. NOT IS SAID ABOUT THE IDMS. PLAMA TO ENSURE THAT IDMS MUST BE FULLY UNDERSTOOD
5. SAKILE ENGOLIE – IN THE PROVINCE IS THERE GOING TO BE WORKING TOGETHER WITH MUNICIPALITEIS
6. BRAIN BY CHIETA – WORRIED THAT THE ISSUE OF ARTICUALTION IS NOW MORE COMPLICATED. WE WANT TO REDUCE THE. TRAINING SEEMS TO BE PULLING US IN DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS. THE PROBLEM IS ACCESS
7. JAY FROM SAQA – NOT INTEGRATED VISION FOR WORKER EDUCATION

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. MAKE PROCESSESS SIMPLE, ACCESSIBLE, STREAMLINING AND CASCADE THEM TO THE SHOP FLOOR
2. SCARCE SKILLS SHOULD BE QUNATIFIED AND LINKED TO INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY
3. NEED TO ENHANCE THE PARTNERSHIOP BETWEEN FET AND HEIS
4. TRY TO MORE FLEXIBLE AND SIMPLE IN THE APPROACH TO RPL
5. TAKE A STUDY BENCHMARKS OF WHAT IS HAPPENING INPROVINCES AND COME UP WITH A COMMON MODEL
6. MAKE SURE THAT THE PLACE MENT OF LEARNERS IS SYSTEMIC PROCESS
7. FRAMEWORK FOR COORDINATION STRUCTURES
8. PSTF SPEAKER RECOMMEDATION THAT PSTF INVITE PRIVATE PROVIDERS INTO THE PSTF/PRIVATE PROVIDERS HRD TO FOCUS ON THE PRIVATE PUBLIC BUSINESS PARTNERSHIPS TO ADDRESS SKILLS SHORTAGE
9. ASSESSEMENT FOR SEMI SKILLED WORKERS
10. MUST BE A CONDITION FOR IMPORTING SKILLS A TIME FRAME FOR TRANSFER OF SKILLS
11. RPL – MAKE RPL AGENCY
12. CAN THE MINSTER OF HET AND ECO DEV WORK TOGETHER
13. TURNING EVERY WORK PLACE INTO A TRAINING SPACE CAN NSA AND KEY STAKEHOLDERS DRIVE A PR STRATEGY ON THE GOOD WORK DONE SO YOU CAN DRAW PEOPLE IN

ACCESS TO REPORT ON WHAT IS BEING DONE SO THAT IT CAN